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Abstract: Laser surface texturing is an interesting possibility to tailor materials’ surfaces and thus to

improve the friction and wear properties if proper texture feature sizes are selected. In this research

work, stainless steel surfaces were laser textured by two different laser techniques, i.e., the direct

laser interference patterning by using a nanosecond pulsed Nd:YAG laser and additionally by an

ultrashort pulsed femtosecond Ti:Sa. The as-textured surfaces were then studied regarding their

frictional response in a specially designed linear reciprocating test rig under lubricated conditions

with a fully formulated 15W40 oil. Results show that dimples with smaller diameter lead to a

significant reduction in the coefficient of friction compared to the dimples with a larger diameter and

surfaces with a grid-like surface pattern produced by direct laser interference patterning.
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1. Introduction

Efficient energy is a major and consistently growing concern within all industrial sectors, as well

as in the entire society, due to reduced resources and pollution-related issues [1,2]. Nowadays,

approximately one-third of the energy resources of the world are consumed just to overcome friction

between mechanical components [3].‘This is especially the case for Internal Combustion Engines (ICEs),

in which friction in the piston-crank mechanism is responsible for 50–70% of internal mechanical

losses [4–6]. Therefore, solutions to reduce friction between mechanical components hold great

potential for improving energy efficiency. Tribology plays a key role in optimizing the function

of mechanical assemblies by adjusting friction and wear between contacting components undergoing

relative motion. Tribological considerations include, but are not limited to, different surface treatments

such as plasma [7], coatings [8], chemical modifications [9] and surface texturing [10,11], to name a

few. The various applications of surface texturing include introducing of discrete dimples into the

manufacturing process to control adhesion [12], adaptation in metal forming processes to control

adhesion and diffusion [13,14], optimize friction and wear in mechanical seals [15] and increasing

durability [16].

Surface texturing has proven to be an innovative engineering solution that opened the way to

enhance the tribological performance of mechanical components [17]. However, the fundamental

understanding of how textures function is still lacking despite the recent significant improvements

in processing techniques, characterization means, and computational algorithms. This lack of

understanding motivated many researchers to investigate the different aspects related to surface
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texturing such as the physical mechanisms involved in reducing friction and wear, the influence of the

geometry of texturing and operational parameters.

Many published works in the field aimed at studying the effect of surface texturing on the

transitions between the different lubrication regimes. To do so, numerous attempts to record

Stribeck-like curves for untextured and textured samples have been reported. Kovalchenko et al. [18]

published experimental results showing that using surface texturing strongly accelerates the transition

between the boundary and mixed lubrication compared to a reference case. They also showed that

the coefficient of friction is significantly reduced under mixed lubrication with textured surfaces.

In a similar work, Borghi et al. [19] obtained a friction reduction of 75% for the laser textured

samples. In addition, authors could prove that laser texturing helped to shift the transition from

mixed to full film lubrication to lower sliding velocities. Segu et al. [20,21] proposed an innovative

approach based on multi-scale textures in an attempt to accelerate transition in the lubrication regimes.

Their concept, combining dimples and ellipses, was found to induce faster transitions between

lubrication regimes and to reduce the coefficient of friction for conformal conditions as well [20].

Concerning non-conformal conditions, similar effects have been reported for a multiscale texture

combining squares and triangles [21].

The effects of surface texturing on hydrodynamic lubrication and bearings have recently been

the subject of some interesting review publications [22,23]. Etsion et al. [24] proposed a theoretical

model for mechanical seals showing significant enhancement of seal performance when one of the

mating seal surfaces contained distributed hemispherical micro-dimples. This work was followed by

an experimental model [25] showing that the spherical dimple shape can be further improved and

that a certain ratio of dimple depth over dimple diameter can be achieved to maximize the tribological

efficiency of laser-textured seal rings tested under oil lubricated contact.

Experimental and theoretical works conducted by Fillon’s group [26,27] compared the tribological

performances of textured and untextured hydrodynamic thrust bearings under low and high normal

loads. The authors could show reductions in friction due to surface texturing up to 30% under low

loads, whereas under high loads, no beneficial effect was found. Some conflicting experimental

results were recently reported by Reddyhoff’s group [28]. Using a reciprocating test-rig, the authors

measured simultaneously friction and film thickness of textured convergent-divergent bearings by

means of ultra-thin optical interferometry to measure film thickness. They reported that the surface

texture increased friction under full film lubrication conditions, which was attributed to an increase in

shear rate.

Extensive works have been done in an attempt to optimize the texturing dimension, shape and

aspect ratio in order to improve tribological performances of various mechanical components. A work

by Mourier et al. combining experimental and numerical investigations on one individual dimple

inside an EHL contact showed that shallow dimples (below 1 µm) led to increased film thickness,

while deep dimples caused the film to collapse [29]. The authors pretend that the use of shallow

dimples increases the lubricant viscosity, which is fundamental for the generation of thick films in

non-conformal contacts. In the same context, other experimental work has shown an increase in film

thickness when the width of the dimples is substantially narrower than the contact width [30].

The research group of Galda and Pawlus [31] investigated the influence of spherical and

drop-shaped dimples on abrasive wear and seizure resistance. The authors concluded that surface

texturing does not always enhance seizure resistance by extension of the oil film lifetime. They tested,

in addition, the textures under more severe conditions by adding dust containing SiO2 and Al2O3

particles to the oil. The results did not show a beneficial effect of the surface texturing in terms of wear

resistance. A similar experimental work by Koszelaetal [32] reported that even using textured surfaces,

the abrasive particles cause a higher resistance to motion and thus a higher coefficient of friction.

As for using surface texturing in ICEs, a theoretical model of lubrication and friction between

laser textured flat modeling piston rings and a cylinder liner has been reported by Etsion’s group in

2001 [33]. In this model, the authors showed that the main geometrical parameters of laser texturing
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affecting friction between the piston ring and cylinder liner were the ratio of the dimple depth to

the diameter, as well as the area density of the dimples. The model was validated experimentally

by the same group [34] using a linear reciprocal test-rig and samples prepared by laser texturing.

The laser texturing parameters used in this study were a dimple diameter 100 µm, a dimple depth

of 10 µm and an area density of the dimples of 20%. The friction was reduced by 40% compared to

non-textured surfaces. Recently, cross-hatched grooves were introduced on piston liners to prevent

seizure under high load high temperature and high-speed conditions [35,36]. These cross-hatched

grooves provide in-situ localized lubricant reservoirs preventing severe scuffing that could result from

lubricant starvation.

In the fabrication process, laser texturing has progressed towards using shorter pulses and

nowadays femtosecond lasers are widely used, which have increased flexibility in terms of materials

to be processed ranging from metals to ceramics and glasses. One basic limitation of Laser Surface

Texturing (LST) is the difficulty to generate complex surface textures including various shapes and

sizes. Direct Laser Interference Patterning (DLIP) was developed to address this goal, where multiple

laser beam interference is used to create complex surface textures in one single step. On the other

hand, many other techniques have been developed and need to be considered when deciding if the

use of surface texturing is cost-effective for a certain application. Currently, surface texturing on

various forms and shapes is still being extensively investigated for tribological applications by several

research groups worldwide. Most of these works are experimental in nature and are based on the

idea that enhancing tribological performance of textured surfaces may be attributed to enhanced

retention of lubricant in the micro-cavities, which also provide micro-traps to capture wear debris.

Theoretical models cite other explanations according to which each micro dimple acts as a micro

hydrodynamic bearing to enhance hydrodynamic lubrication [37]. Most of the works published so

far concerning ICEs mention an optimum dimple diameter around 100 µm and a height of around

10 µm (for hydrodynamic conditions). However, smaller sizes of textured surfaces (dimple height and

diameter) have not really been studied and are still a matter of some debate.

Therefore, the present study aims at investigating the effect of smaller dimple sizes on the friction

of textured surfaces when tested under oil-lubricated conditions. The samples were prepared by Laser

Surface Texturing (LST) and tested using a home-made reciprocating test-rig. The results are compared

with those obtained for the optimum dimple size presented in Reference [34]. The results show that

smaller dimples can be useful to reduce friction. However, regular wear progressively removes the

surface textures, leading to a renewed increase of the friction coefficient. This finding suggests a new

concept of surface texturing using materials whose wear-rates are very limited, such as ceramics.

2. Experimental

2.1. Samples Description

In this study, the tested friction pair was composed of a sample made of SAE 1035 steel (hardness

300 ± 50 HV) coated with chrome (hardness 1000 ± 100 HV) machined into the geometry shown

in Figure 1a, and a flat slider made of cast iron used as counter-face of hardness 230 ± 10 HV

(see Figure 1b). The sample has two holes allowing the insertion of thermocouples for the measurement

of the temperature variation (see cross-section in Figure 1a). Another hole in the center permits

to supply the contact with oil lubricant at a predefined rate (drops per minute). After machining,

the surfaces in all samples underwent polishing by lapping to reduce the average roughness to around

Ra = 340 nm. The surface roughness is measured by a 3D optical profilometer Wyko NT1100 (Veeco,

Tucson, AZ, USA).
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Figure 1. (a) The sample geometry (b) the slider geometry.

2.2. Laser Texturing

Four samples with different laser textures were tested in this study. Two samples (a and b) with

different dimples by an ultrashort-pulsed laser, a grid-like pattern (sample c) by direct laser interference

patterning (DLIP) with a nanosecond-pulsed laser, and a reference sample with dimples (sample d)

prepared according to the optimized parameters were reported in Reference [34]. Figure 2 presents

3D optical profilometer images and cross-sectional profile plots of the three samples textured (a, b

and c). All samples were fabricated from the same SAE 1035 steel coated with chrome. For the laser

dimples (sample a and b), a linear p-polarized ultrashort-pulsed Ti:Sapphire laser (Spectra-Physics,

Spitfire Pro, Darmstadt, Germany) with a pulse duration of 120 fs, a repetition rate of 1 kHz and a

wavelength of around 800 nm were used to texture the steel surfaces. For the fabrication of the dimples,

three parameters were taken into consideration, (1) the dimple diameter, (2) the dimple depth and

(3) the distance between the dimples. The samples were mounted on an x-y motorized table with a

micron accuracy. Both dimples were done by irradiating the surfaces with 20 subsequent laser pulses.

The number of pulses was set manually. The laser power of the outcoming laser beam was determined

by a laser power meter. The laser texturing setup is described in more detail in Reference [38]. The laser

fluence for both sample sets was kept constant at around 25 J/cm2. The distance between the dimples

was adjusted to be 200 µm and the depth around 4–5 µm for both sample textures. Only the dimple

diameter varied from 25 µm to 30 µm. This variation was achieved by slightly changing the position

of the sample around the focal point of the applied plano-convex lens with a focal length of 74.3 mm.

 

Figure 2. The 3D optical profilometer images and cross-sectional profiles of samples (a) and (b) textured

by ultrashort-pulsed laser and sample (c) grid-like pattern by direct laser interference patterning.

The grid-like surface texture (sample c) was produced by a different laser technique, which is

called Direct Laser Interference Patterning (DLIP). Here, a nanosecond-pulsed solid state Nd:YAG

laser is used with a pulse duration of 10 ns and repetition rate of 10 Hz. The fundamental wavelength

of the system is 1064 nm, which can be varied by a harmonic generator to 512, 355 and 266 nm. For the

texturing of the steel samples, a wavelength of 355 nm was used due to the better laser light absorption.
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The laser energy density (fluence) was set to around 1 J/cm2. The primary outcoming laser beam was

split into two secondary beams by suitable optical beam splitters, which can interfere with each other

at the position of the sample surface, thus, leading to a “classical” interference pattern known from

fundamental physics with positions of maximum constructive and minimum destructive interference.

The resulting topography is a line-like surface texture with a distance between two adjacent maxima

or minima positions, which is called periodicity. By turning the sample by a rotation of 90◦ and a

second texturing step, the overlaying line-like interference patterns equal a grid-like texture geometry.

In this case, the periodicity was adjusted to be 9 µm with a structural depth of around 1.6 µm. Previous

work in Reference [39] showed for this texture geometry a significantly improved performance under

mixed lubrication with PAO 40 oil. For that reason, the same laser texture should be used for the

specially designed test rig in order to check the tribological performance in the presence of a fully

formulated 15W40 oil. Further details about the DLIP method and the experimental setup can be

found in Reference [38].

In addition, as mentioned above, a fourth sample (called in this work Reference) was prepared

from the sample steel and textured according to the optimum features parameters as indicated

in Reference [34]. According to this reference, the texturing features were found to give the

optimum frictional performances (lower friction). Table 1 summarizes the features and sizes of the

different samples.

Table 1. The description of feature shape and sizes of the different samples.

Sample Texture Shape Dimple Diameter µm Dimple Depth µm Distance between Dimples µm

a Dimples 25 4–5 200
b Dimples 30 4–5 200
c Grid-like – 1.9 9 (periodicity)

d-Reference Dimples 100 10 250

2.3. Test Rig Description

The frictional performance was assessed using a customized test rig developed at the Technion

Tribology Laboratory and extensively described in Reference [34]. The test rig was designed to measure

friction force, wear and surface temperature. It allows for the simulation of reciprocating motion of

automotive components and is thus suitable for the analysis of the effect of surface texturing on friction

and wear under the full and starved lubrication conditions. Figure 3 presents a general view on the

assembled test rig. The electric motor {1} can be rotated at variable angular velocities, driving the crank

mechanism {2} that ensures reciprocating motion of the linear stage, which incorporates the slider

counter-part {3}, at speed “U” along the two guides {4}, fixed on a common bases isolated from the

laboratory floor by special elastomer damping pads, which reduce the effect of the test rig vibration

on the measured parameters. The normal load is applied by a deadweight {5}. The friction force is

measured by a special device comprising of an elastic beam {6} and a proximity probe {7}. The friction

force acting between the rubbing surfaces causes elastic beam deflection, and the proximity probe,

which is fixed between the beam and a fixed arm, registers clearance time variations corresponding to

friction force variations. The value of the friction force is obtained by timing the output signal of the

proximity probe by a calibration factor determined initially by applying accurate weights. The average

friction is obtained by online integration of the absolute value of the time-dependent friction force over

one cycle lope. The friction force resolution was estimated to be around 0.1 N, with an accuracy of

5%. Reciprocating speed measurements, including average speed and crankshaft rotation frequency,

are registered with an optical gauge. In order to guarantee suitable contact conformity between the

samples, a holder mechanism was specially designed to ensure self-alignment of the sample with

respect to the counterpart plane slider. It also allows for the application of a normal load (NL) on the

holder, as well as lubricant feeding to the contact zone via the oil conduit at its center, and leading out

through the wires of thermocouples embedded in the holder.
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Figure 3. The general overview on the assembled test rig.

The measurements are sampled with a multifunctional data acquisition board Lab-PC-1200

(National Instruments Co., Austin, TX, USA) and processed using a LabVIEW software package

(National Instruments Co.). Finally, a special lubrication and cooling system, designed to circulate oil

through the hollow guides, reduces friction in the guides’ linear bearings and removes heat from the

guides’ friction surfaces, ultimately maintaining stability, longevity, and accuracy of the reciprocating

motion. The test rig has been recently slightly modified to improve its performance and accuracy by

reducing the mass of moving parts, particularly of the crank mechanism.

2.4. Test Procedure

The friction test begins by putting the sample in contact with the slider under a predefined contact

pressure applied by the deadweight. Then, the electric motor drives the slider into a reciprocating

motion at a velocity “U”. During friction tests, the electrical heaters are used to heat up the sample to a

temperature ranging between 60 and 70 ◦C (the temperature is measured thanks to thermocouples

located at 4 mm below the friction surface). The contact is lubricated by a fully formulated 15W40

mineral oil (density at 80 ◦C 0.8414 g/cm3; kinematic viscosity at 80 ◦C 23 mm/s; zinc mass 0.126%;

phosphorus mass 0.155% and sulphated ash mass 0.99%) dropping out via a nozzle at a constant rate

of three drops per minute.

Table 2 summarizes the operation conditions for the friction tests. Each test has been repeated three

times to make sure that it has a good repeatability (for reliability and validation). The contact pressure of

0.15 MPa corresponds to the low working pressures between the piston-ring and cylinder liner obtained

by the elasticity of the piston ring [40]. The rotational speed of the motor was adjusted to 500 rpm

(highest possible speed of the experimental test-rig while avoiding dynamic disturbing), corresponding

to the average sliding speed, between the slider and the specimen, of 1.75 m/s. Calculations are based

on the stroke length of 0.1 m. It should be noticed here that the surface topography has been measured

after the friction test for the different specimens, as well.

Table 2. The summary of experimental conditions.

Operation Parameters Range

Motor Rotation Speed [RPM] 500
Contact Pressure [MPa] 0.15

Oil Rate [Drops/Minute] 3
Near Surface Temperature [◦C] 60–70
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Table 2. Cont.

Operation Parameters Range

Ambient Temperature [◦C] 24–25
Relative humidity [%] 45–55

Oil Type 15W40
Test duration [s] 600

3. Results and Discussion

As mentioned above, four samples described in Section 2.3 above have been tested on the

reciprocating test-rig under the operational conditions mentioned in Table 2. The typical variation of

the friction force versus time over several successive crank revolutions for sample (a) is presented in

Figure 4. The alternation of negative and positive values is related to the reciprocating motion of the

slider causing the positive and negative deflections of the elastic beam. The resolution of the measured

values presented in Figure 4 is around 0.06 N and the accuracy is 3%.

 

Figure 4. The typical variation of the friction force as a function of time during successive revolutions

obtained under a normal load corresponding to 0.5 MPa and a rotational speed of 500 RPM (Sample a).

The average friction coefficient is obtained by dividing the measured friction force by the applied

normal load then integrating the absolute value of the time-dependent friction coefficient online over

one cycle. The variation of the average absolute value of the friction coefficient over the test time

progress is calculated and displayed in Figure 5.

 

Figure 5. The variation of the average absolute value of friction coefficient over the test time progress

obtained under a normal load corresponding to 0.5 MPa and a rotational speed of 500 RPM (Sample a).
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As can be seen in Figure 5, the average friction coefficient stabilizes and remains almost constant

over the test progress. To better estimate the average effect of the different surface textures on the

friction performances during reciprocating motion, the absolute values of friction coefficient were

averaged for the different samples and error bars were computed and displayed in Figure 6. As can

be seen, samples a and b present a lower friction coefficient compared to the d-reference sample.

In contrast, sample c (grid-like surface texture) presents a higher friction coefficient. These results

indicate clearly that smaller dimples in surface texturing can be useful to achieve a lower friction.

The results by Greiner and Braun et al. under mixed lubrication conditions also showed that a smaller

dimple diameter resulted in lower friction [41,42]. The amount of friction reduction highly depends on

the number of dimple edges being introduced and the possibility to set up a certain lubricant flow

in the dimples. As far as boundary lubrication is concerned, there is a strong dependency on the

number of dimples and the connected roughness and edge stresses. Because of that, it is a balance

between dimple density, size, and shape. Smaller dimples with a typical area density between 5–8%

seem to be beneficial because the ability to retain lubricant in the pockets is higher and so friction is

lower [10]. Though giving a lower friction coefficient compared to the optimum texturing features in

Reference [34], however, due to the shallow depth of the dimples in samples a and b, the progressive

wear of the used materials in this study (steel SAE 1035) might eliminate the surface texturing and thus

re-increase friction. It is legitimate to suppose that these shallow textures can be adapted for harder

materials, in which wear is limited to reduce friction under lubricated contact conditions.

Figure 6. The average friction coefficient for the different tested samples.

4. Conclusions

The effect of small and shallow dimples size on the friction performance of textured surfaces

under reciprocal lubricated contact condition was studied experimentally. Four samples made of steel

and coated with chrome were textured with different small shapes of dimples (by using an ultrashort

pulsed laser) and grid-like surface texture (applying direct laser interference patterning). The friction

tests were conducted on a home-made reciprocal test-rig under a contact pressure of 0.15 MPa, a motor

rotation speed of 500 RPM, a contact temperature ranging between 60–70 ◦C and a fully formulated oil

(15W40) feeding rate of 3 drops per minute. The absolute average friction coefficient was computed for

each cycle (loop). The results are compared with those obtained for a fourth sample made of the same

material but different textured according to the optimal dimples size (diameter 100 µm and depth

10 µm) proposed by Ryk et al. in Reference [34]. The following observations were made:

• Under the considered experimental conditions, small dimples seem to be useful to achieve lower

friction compared to the optimum size presented in Reference [34].
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• The grid-like surface texture is found to cause high friction, even higher than the optimum

texturing size in Reference [34] when tested under the same conditions.

• While small dimple sizes present the lower friction coefficient, however, due to wear, the surface

textures are progressively removed, which might re-increase the friction.

• Based on the finding of this work, surface textured with small and shallow dimples size could be

used to reduce friction in lubricated contact with first body materials having high wear resistance

such as ceramics.
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